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Koi janakute ai yo Anata wo omou dake de Setsunai
Mainichi no iro ga azayaka niItsuka aeru to Uranai
shinjite
Hadena SUKAAFU wo Mune ni kazatteta
Sora wa aokute Kotori ga saezuru
Nanika hajimari sou Sonna yokan suru"Suki" to wa
chigau Kono kanjou ga
Otona no kaidan noboru Ippo me ne
Kinou no watashi Mou nugisutete
Michi naru (michi naru) Sekai e 
(Sekai e) Atarashii tanjoubiKoi janakute ai yo Dare
ni mo watashitaku wa nai no
Hitorijime shitai Namida ga afuredasu no
Koi janakute ai yo Anata dake ga watashi no subete yo
Nichijou no oto ga kirameku noKuuki mitai ni Watashi ni
hitsuyou
Fui ni hohoenda Egao Taisetsu yo
Kaze ga futari wo Yasashiku tsutsunde
Kiseki okori souna kitai Dakishimete"Suki" yori motto
Atsui kimochi ga
Osakirenai kurai ni Tokimeku no
Modokashii koi Mou tsugi no Stage
Tsunagaru (Tsunagaru) Ashita e 
(Ashita e) Atarashii kinenbi ne"Koi janakute ai yo
Kimi ni todoketai no wa Motto
Hateshinai KIMOCHI dakishime Mitsumetai no"
Koi janakute ai yo Anata wo omou dake de Setsunai
Mainichi no iro ga azayaka niKoi janakute ai yo Dare
ni mo watashitaku wa nai no
Hitorijime shitai Namida ga afuredasu no
Koi janakute ai yo Anata dake ga watashi no subete yo
Nichijou no oto ga kirameku noKoi janakute ai yo Zettai
ushinaitaku wa nai no
Ima made no hito to Nanika ga chigau DESTINY
Koi janakute ai yo Anata wo omou dake de Setsunai
Aishiteru Dareyori mo Aishiteru I love you Kokoro kara
(aiyai-aiyai)

English translation

It's not a crush, it's love. Just by thinking about you, I
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get lonely.
The colors of everyday become vivid.
Believing in the divination that someday we would
meet,
I decorated myself with a stylish scarf.
The sky is so blue, and the little birds chirp.
That gives me the premonition that something is
starting.This
feeling is different from "like".
Knowing that is the first step up the stairway to
adulthood.
I throw off the me of yesterday
And I have a new birthday in the not-yet-known
world.It's
not a crush, it's love. I don't want to hand it over to
anyone.
I want to keep you to myself, and my teardrops
overflow.
It's not a crush, it's love. You only are my everything.
The sounds of everyday shine.You're necessary to me
like air to breathe.
The smile you showed me suddenly is precious.
The wind envelops us gently.
I embrace the expectation of a miracle happening.
A feeling hotter than "like"
Makes my heart beat so much I can't hold it back.
An impatient love already goes on to the next stage
And connects to tomorrow to make a new anniversary.
"It's not a crush, it's love. What I want to reach to you
more is
This endless feeling I embrace. I want to gaze at you."
It's not a crush, it's love. Just by thinking about you, I
get lonely.
The colors of everyday become vivid.
It's not a crush, it's love. I don't want to hand it over to
anyone.
I want to keep you to myself, and my teardrops
overflow.
It's not a crush, it's love. You only are my everything.
The sounds of everyday shine.
It's not a crush, it's love. I absolutely don't want to lose
The person I've become up till now and this destiny
that has something different about it.
It's not a crush, it's love. Just by thinking about you, I
get lonely.
I love you. I love you more than anyone. I love you from
my heart.
(Aiyai-Aiyai)
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